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The static and dynamic behavior of helicopter blades is investigated using a fmite element approach. This paper
focuses on the development of an accurate geometric and structural model of the blade as a first step toward
the complete analysis of the aeroelastic problem. A three-dimensional isaparametrie beam element including
shear and waroine
. deformations of a thin-walled beam made of anisotropic material is formulated far arbitrarily
large deflections and rotations. Rotating and non-rotating frequencies far small amplitude vibrations are also
presented. The predictions of this model are found in good agreement with experimentally measured deflections
and vibration frequencies. Specific advantages of this finite element solution procedure are as follows: the formal
derivation of the com~lexnonlinear equations of motion of the problem is not required, all the nonlinear terms
are dealt with in a rational fashion bypassing the need for an ordering scheme, the complex struchrral behavior
of the blade is accurately modeled, and finally both the undeformed and deformed geometry of the blade as
well as other specificdetails of the rotor configuration are taken into account in a natural fashion.
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local coordinate system
displacement components of a point in x , y,
z directions
displacement vector of a point
nodal displacements in x , y, z directions
strain energy
orthogonal unit vector triad defining the orientation of the cross section
uIheigen warping mode shape of the cross
section
virtual work done by the inertia forces
position vector of a point
nosition vector of a noint on the blade elastic
axis
orthoeonal fixed-in-mace system of coordinat;
nonlinear eauilibrium position of the blade
mode numbkr of cross:sectional eigenwarpings
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Introduction
he analysis of the coupled flap-lag-torsional behavior of an
.Isolated rotor blade is a basic problem in rotary wing aeroelasticitv. and it has received considerable attention in recent
years ( ~ e f s .1-8). I t i\ now wellc<tnbli~liedtlvat t h ~ pn,blcm
s
is
inhcrentlv nonline;~rilucto the prescnrc~iflar#edcllcctiuns:in~l
rotation~affectin~
the elastic, inertial, and ae;odynamic operators.
Thc mathcmatical n~oilcl~ng
ul thi\cotipluJ flap-lag-torsional
problcm is vury involved, and generally consl\ls u i ihc (olh~wing steps ( ~ e f 1).
: a) A set o f nonlinear equations of motion
is derived. This lengthy algebraic procedure generates a eonsiderable number of higher order terms and a rational ordering
scheme is necessary to select the appropriate terms to be neglected. Various sets of equations are available in the literature,
corresponding to different levels of approximation and to various rotor configurations, (Refs. 1-9). b) The system of coupled, partial differential equations of motion is transformed
into a system of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations, using a global (Refs. l , 5) or a local (Ref. 6) Galerkin
method to eliminate the spatial variables. c) Lastly, this set of
ordinary diffcrential equations is linearized by considering small
time-dependent perturbations about the nonlinear equilibrium
position of the system. Stability of this linearized system is
analyzed with standard eigenvalue techniques.
This solution procedure has been used successfully in the
analysis of several aeroelastic problems. However, there are
several drawbacks associated with its use: a) The derivation of
the nonlinear equations of motion is very involved, and even
with the help of an ordering scheme it is often difficult to
determine which terms are to be kept in the equations; b) the
amount of algebraic manipulations associated with the global
Galerkin method is so excessive as to prohibit the treatment of
complicated blade configurations in a realistic manner; and
c) Recent developments in rotary wing technology are profoundly modifying the design and behavior of rotor blades.
Such developments include bearingless rotors, structural redundancies or multiple load paths, nonlinear twist, the extensive use of anisotropic composite materials leading to possible
elastic coupling effects, curved blades and swept tips. Dealing
with all these new features and their possible interactions becomes increasingly difficult with the available analysis methodology.
The growing complexity of the problem renders an alternative analysis procedure more and more desirable. Finite clement procedures in engineering analysis have undergone a rapid
development over the last two decades and form now a well
established method for the solution of structural dynamic problems in both linear and nonlinear ranges. Finite element analyses of rotor blades have appeared in the litcraturc (Refs. 68). This paper focuses on an accurate geometric and structural
modeling of blades as a first step toward the complete analysis
of rotor blade aeroelastic problems.

T
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T h e Structural Model (Linear Range)
As the rotary wing aeroelastic problem is inherently nonlinear, the structural model must include largc deflections and
rotations hut small strains. Nonlinear finite element procedures
are now well established, but the computational complexity
associated with large size problems can be prohibitive. For the
analysis of a slender rotor blade, a beam element seems most
appropriate since only a small numbcr of degrees of freedom
are required. However, the accuracy of a simple Euler-Bernoulli beam model 1s questionable, in view of the following
facts. a) Highly anisotropic composite materials are used increasingly in the fabrication of rotor blades, enhancing shear
and warping effects (Refs. 10, 11). The proper tailoring of
these materials can create elastic cou~lings
. - (c.2.. bending-twisting
or uxtcnv~<~n-tw~ving
couplings) which arc known to %trongly
inlluencc thc d v ~ ~ ~ lbch;wior
nlc
and srab~litvof lhe blade (Rut'.;.
8, 11). b) In specific applications the blade planform can become wider, resulting in increased shear and warping deformations. c) Recent research shows that the torsional behavior,
and the effect of pretwist of the blade, are accurately predicted
only if out-of-plane warping of the cross-section is included
(Refs. 12-19). d) The geometry of the blade is complex since
prctwist, precone, droop and torque offset can be present.
e) Curved blades or swept tips are also receiving increasing
attention.
This problem thus requires a three-dimensional, nonlinear
beam element including shear and warping effects as well as
a correct modeling of elastic couplings. Beam elements based
on the isoparametric formulation, (Ref. 20), are particularly
attractive because of their consistent derivation and their ability
to accurately model complex geometrics.
The formulation of the beam element starts with the description of the geometry of the blade (Fig. 1). The position vector
"x,(r) of a point on the elastic axis describes an arbitrary
curve in spacc; r is the natural coordinate along the axis. Two
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Fig. l a Typical blade element before and after deformation.

L b - J
Fig. l b Typical blade crass-section.
Fig. 1 Geometry of the blade.
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mutually-orthogonal unit vectors "_V, (r) and "_V, (r) define the
plane of the cross-section, so that the undeformed position
vector V(r,s,t) of an arbitrary point of the blade can be written
as:

The formulation now proceeds to the calculation of the straindisplacement relationship:

,).,

where s and r are the natural coordinates along "_Vr and "
,!
respectively. The geometry defined by Eq. (1) is now interpolated using the shape function h, (r):

where eT = [E.cr, E E , ~ , yn, y.yz, yzrl is the vector of strain
= [u:, uq, u : , O:, 05,
components in global axes, and !"
tl:, F:, F:, F : ] is the nodal displacement vector and three
generalized warping displacements are considered. The matrix
B ~ defined
s
in Table 6.7 of Ref. 20, and

where a and 6 are two reference dimensions of the crosssection, and a,, b,, %< ,%:,
are the nodal values of the
corresponding quantities. In the isoparametric formulation, the
undeformed geometry Eq. (2) and the deformed geometry of
the structure are interpolated in a similar fashion, so that the
displacement field is

"!:

where

This expression can be simplified to
rr(r,s,f) =

-

k

[h, uA + +b,l~,l':

+ f a, hx_V)l

(4)

where gi are the nodal values of the displacements of the elastic
axis, and _Vt and I/: are the nodal values of the change in the
orientation of the cross-section that can be readily related to
the nodal rotations 0:. 0[, and el, Ref. 20. The displacement
field is completed by adding the warping components to Eq.
(4):

whcrc a is the warping mode number, W,(h) the warping mode
shapes, and A thc curvilinear coordinate describing the crosssectional contour C of the blade. F b r e the nodal values of
thc generalized warping displacements, and "_V, is the unit
vector normal to the plane of the cross-section.
It is important to consider the implications of the assumed
form of the displacement field Eq. ( 9 , as it is the basis of the
present structural analysis. Tlie thrce first terms express the
fact that the cross-section remains planar after deformation, but
not necessarily normal to the deformed axis of the beam, so
that shearing effects are taken into account. The undeformability of the cross-section in its own plane is assumed implicitly,
for its position after deformation of the blade is determined by
thrce rigid body displacements u%nd three rigid body rotations
(0:, O t , 0:). The last term in Eq. (5) represents the warping
contribution. The actual warping displacement can he expanded
in series of cigenwarping modes W,(h), and Ref. 10 shows
that a few eigenwarping modes are sufficient to accurately
model the behavior of the beam. Equation (5) thus incorporates
the mathematical expression of the kinematic assumption stating that the cross-section is infinitely rigid in its own plane,
but free to warp out-of-plane.

are the components of the inverse Jacobian matrix (Ref.
20). The axial strain E (along Zx), and the shearing strain y (in
the Z, Z, plane) are the only strain components that contribute
to the strain energy of a thin-walled section. Thus we write:

ET

[E,?] is the vector of local strain components,
[By = [TI [BQ!,], and [TI is the strain transformation matrix
relating the strain vector in global axes f to the local strain
vector 5.
Finally the strain energy U is
where

=

where C is the cross-sectional contour, and I the length of the
element. The matrix [A] contains the stiffness properties of the
material

When the material is isotropic, or curvilinear orthotropic with
the axes of orthotropy parallel to the axis of the beam and
tangent to the cross-sectional curve C, A,,, is the Young's modulus, A, the shearing modulus, and A,, = 0. If the blade is
made of composite materials, A ,,,,, A,,, and A,,, are easily related to the inplane stiffness coefficients of the laminate (Ref.
10). When the laminate possesses an extension-shearing coupling stiffness, A,, is nonzero and will generate extensiontwisting- or bending-twisting.couplings
.
- in the blade.
The ,tiffn~ssm:~lrixiscnlcul~tcdby nurncric;ll integr:ltion. A
(i;~~.sii.tn
interr;ltic~l~
scheme ii used both lung thc :'xis uf thc
blade, and along the cross-sectional curve C. Three- and four-
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node elements have been implemented, corresponding to parabolic, or cubic shape functions, respectively. Cubic elements
were found to be the most effective in the analysis.
The behavior of the program will now be illustrated. First
the modeling procedure for elastic couplings in Eqs. (10) and
(I I) is validated. References 21 and 22 describe an experimental effort where the displacements and strain distributions
of two types of compositc box beams are measured. The first
type presents no elastic couplings whereas the second type
involves bending-twistingcouplings. For the two specimen types,
the measured twist and strain distributions under applied torque
were found in cxcellent agreement with the predictions of the
present analysis.
The torsional behavior of a pre-twisted box beam under a
tip torque and tip axial load is considered next. The box beam
of span L = 0.635 m has a thin-walled rectangular crosssection (depth 25.4 mm, width 127 mm) with a uniform thickness of 1.07 mm. Stiffness coefficients are A,,, = 115.4 MPa-m
and A,, = 84.8 MPa-m. Figure 2 shows the predicted tip twist
of the beam as a function of the pre-twisting angle. The torsional stiffening under tip torque, and the "untwisting" under
tip tension are both in cxcellent agreement with an analytical
solution by Rosen (Ref. 17).

The Structural Model (Nonlinear Range)
The displacements and rotations of the structure are now
allowed to be arbitrarily large hut the strains remain small, as
are the warping displacements. The finite element formulation
is based on an updated Lagrangian approach using the 2nd
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the Green-Lagrange strain
tensor.
The formulation presented in the previous section must be
completed by adding the non-linear strain components to the
linear components in Eq. (6)

where Bi,, is given in Table 6.7 of Ref. 20, and the zero entry
corresponds to the fact that the warping displacements are assumed to be small, hence they do not contribute to the nonlinear strain components. The rest of the formulation follows
usual finite element procedures as described in Refs. 20, 23-
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26. A standard Newton-Raphson iteration scheme is used to
solve the resulting nonlinear system of equations, and equilibrium iterations are performed to ensure the accuracy of the
solution.
The behavior of the program in the nonlinear range will now
be illustrated with three examples. First a straight box beam
with a rectangular thin-walled section is analyzed under transverse tio load. The cross-section of the beam is identical to the
hox beam dcscrihcd in a prevlouc qecliun, but the span is now
6.35 m. F~rurc3;l shows the calculated ~lclorrnc~l
eeumctrv 01
the beam for various loading conditions. Note thatthe solGion
was calculated up to very large transverse displacements (of
the order of the length of the beam). The tip transverse and
axial displacements are plotted versus load in Fig. 3b. Excellent
agreement is found between analytical, Ref. 27, and FEM
results, up to very large displacements and rotations.
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Fig. 3a Deformed geometry.
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Fig. 2 Pre.twisting effects on the torsion of thin-walled box-beam..

Fig. 3b Axial and transverse lip displacements.
Fig. 3 Analysis of a straight box-beam under transverse tip load.
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The second example deals with a straight box beam stiffened
by a large axial load N (Fig. 4). This is an approximation of
helicopter blades which are subjected to large axial centrifugal
loads. Here aeain the same rectanaular section is used vet with
a spun ~ 1 ' 0 . 6 3 5m. A simple :~n.rlyt~cal
sulutiun uithis problem
is ava~lablcfor 1.1rac ; I X I ; I ~ loads hut \mall transver~cd i s ~ l ; ~ ~ . c ments (Ref. 28). Fbr a 50 N tip load, the transverse displacements are small and the FEM solution matches analytical
predictions exactly in Fig. 4 which plots the nondimensional
tip displacement DID, (D,is the tip transverse deflection when
the-axLal load N = 0), versus the nondimensional axial load
NIN (N = EIIL2, EI is the bending stiffness, and L the length
of the beam). When the transverse load is increascd (P =
200 N) the nonlinear effects due to large transverse displacements become significant, hence the predictions of Ref. 28
become inaccurate.
The last examnle is a more involvcd analysis where the Drescnt FEM rcsolts ;,rc cump;~re~l
w~thcxpcrinlental me;t\urenlcnls
hv Duwcll and Tr.~vb;ir.Ilef. 20, 2nd with a numeric;~lsolution
b i Rosen and ~ a t K e wkef.
,
30. In this problem a slender beam
with a solid aluminum rectangular cross-section is subjected to
a tip IoadP (Fig. 5). The angle +o between the loading direction
and the major axis of the cross-section is called the loading
angle and was varied from 0" to 90" in the experimental setup, yielding a wide range of nonlinear problems where torsion
and bending in two directions are coupled. Figure 6a shows
the tip twist angle + I , Fig. 6b the flatwise tip displacement,
and Fig. 6c the edgewise tip displacement, all as functions of
for three values of the tip load (P = 1,
the loading angle
2 and 3 Ibs.). Excellent correlation between experimental and
numerical results is exhibited in all cases. The slight discrepancv between the Ref. 30 and the FEM solution is nrobablv
due to a nludcl~ngprohle~~lIndeed, thc FFM progrunl I(, fornlulated for thin-wullcd $ectlons ( i c . tv~~c;rl
hel~coptcrhladc
sections) and cannot model solid sections directly. ~ e n c e the
,
FEM results were obtained by considering a thin-walled rectangular section with torsional and bending stiffnesses matching
the corresponding stiffnesses of the actual bcam. The inherent
inaccuracies of this matching process, especially for the torsional stiffness, is thought to be responsible for the observed
discrepancies.

-

+,

P
Fig. 5 Schematic of the undeformed and deformed geometry of the
beam.

Natural Frequency Analysis
All the examples presented in the previous sections have
dealt with static deflections. The scope of the study will now
be expanded to dynamic problems. When the blade is rotating,
it is convenient to use a set of rotating axes to describe the
geometry of the problem and derive the stiffness matrices.
However, the inertia forces are more involved since centrifugal
and coriolis effects must he included. The inertia forces per
unit volume acting on a particle with a position vector P_ is

where p is the mass density of the material. The motion of the
particle is assumed to correspond to small time-dependent perturbations u, v , and w about a steady, nonlinear deflected equilibrium position of the blade defined by 4r. ' y , ?. Its position
vector is expressed as:

-..-..RNRLYTICRL
0

o-

9r

a-

SOLUTION
F E n (P= 50 N1
FEM (P=200 N1

where the triad iz,iy,2zis rotating with the hlade at an angular
speed
(Fig. 7). The ine~tialoading is readily obtained by
combining Eq. (13) and Eq. (14);

r

rii

$1

The virtual work SWl done by the inertia forces is

sw,
Fig. 4 Effects of in-plane tension on the transverse tip deflection of
straight beam.

=

jv [ S U , S V , SW]p, m/

(16)

'l'hc ~nertinforces nssouiat<d with warping displucenlcnts itre
\mall and will hc neglected here, so that the d~splaccmcntfield
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is adequately represented by Eq. (4). Numerical integration of
Eq. (16) yields:

Fig. 6a Tip twist angle.
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where Ij is the global nodal displacement vector for the blade,
[.MI the mass matrix, ['GI the gyroscopic matrix, ['Kc] the
centrifugal stiffness matrix, and 'F, the centrifugal load vector.
The left superscript '( )indicates that all matrices are calculated
about the nonlinear steady equilibriutn pos~tionof the blade.
They are defined as:

a
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Fig. 6b Flatwise tip displacement.
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where H is the shape function matrix dcfincd as

o
o

z

If = H I j
-
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The cquations of motion of the problem are now:
(YKLI

+

['KNLI) ('i
=

mm ..
Ud

+
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+ [ ' G I ~+ ['K,I~ +

-YMI~

The steady equilibrium position of the blade
of the nonlinear steady problem
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Fig. 6c Edgewise tip displacement.
Fig. 6 Tip displacements of the beam vs. loading angle.

+

['KNLI)'~=

e

~

c

(18)

'i is the solution

'EC

(19)

Combining Eqs. (18) and (19). the homogeneous equations of
motion for small perturbations are obtained

MI^ - [ ' G I ~+ ([PK,] + ['K,]

- [.K,I)i

=

0

(20)
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The natural frequencies of vibration are obtained by assuming
harmonic motion, i.e., = g exp(p.r), where E is the amplitude of the motion, T = at is the nondimensional time, and
p the nondimensional frequency. The following quadratic eigenproblem

4

(['K] - j?;['G]

+ p!

['MI) 3 = 0

4

(21)

+

where ['K] = ['K,]
['K,,]
- ['Kc], yields the natural
frequencies p; and the corresponding eigenmode shapes LL;. A
variant of the Lanczos algorithm was used to solve the quadratic
eigenproblem, Ref. 31.
?hk natural vibration frequencies of a uniform rotating beam
are analyzed first. Table 1 lists the dimensionless natural frequencies p versus the dimensionless angular speed h defined
as

-

EXPERIMENT
29
-FEM
SOLUTION

- - REFERENCE

L++

-

-0

where m = 0.113 kglm is the mass per unit span and L =
0.508 m the span of the beam. The dimensions and stiffness
properties are as previously defined. The flapping frequencies
are found in excellent agreement with the exact reference solution of Ref. 32. The agreement of the lead-lag frequencies
is good but for very high angular speeds slightly lower freauencies are nredicted bv the oresent solution. This is in Dart
due to the present analysis accounting for the elongation oithe
beam under centrifueal loadine
" whereas Ref. 32 assumes an
inextensible beam.
The exneriment uerformed bv Dowell and Travbar. Ref. 29.
on a slenher aluminum beam as described earlfer, also deal;
with freauencv measurements. In Fie.
- 8.. the present FEM
dynamic results are compared to these experimental measurements and with numerical oredictions of Ref. 30. The measured
frequencies correspond to \ma11 vibrations about a steady equilibrium position obtained by hanging a dead load P at the tip
of the cantilevered beam. The loading angle is varied from
0 deg to 90 deg. Figure 8 shows the variation of flapping and
lead-lag frequencies with the loading angle for a tip load P =
2 lbs., which was shown earlier to result in large displacements
and rotations of the beam. Excellent correlation is found for
both flapping and lead-lag frequencies.
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Fig. 8a First flap frequency.
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Conclusions
An alternative analysis procedure for helicopter rotor blades
has been presented. An isoparametric three-dimensional beam
element including shear and warping deformations of a thinwalled cross-section is the basis for a finite element approach
of the problem. Linear and non-linear results have bein discussed in both static and dynamic cases, as a first step toward
the complete analysis of the aeroclastic problem. The specific
advantages of this solution procedure are summarized here:
1) No formal derivation of the nonlinear equations of motion
is required, eliminating possible errors or omissions in this
lengthy algebraic procedure.
2) The nonlinearities of the problem are dealt with using the
updated Lagrangian procedure which linearizes the problem
about successive equilibrium positions. This technique rationally takes account of all nonlinear terms, and hence bypasses
the need for the ordering scheme required to estimate the relative magnitude of the various nonlinear contributions.
3) The complex structural behavior of the blade is modeled
accuratelv. The following features are included: shear and
warping deformations, thin-walled cross-sections, and material
anisotropy. This results in an accurate modeling of the torsion,
and coupled extension-torsion behavior. Elastic couplings (e.g.,
bending-twisting or extension-twisting couoling effects) can be

-
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Fig. 8b First lag frequency.
Fig. 8 Natural frequencies of the beam vs. loading angle.

Table 1 Dimensionless frequency p versus dimensionless angular
speed h: present study and Ref. 32.
A

1st flapping mode
Present Reference

1st lead-lag mode
Present Reference

2nd flapping mode
Present Reference
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4) The geometly of the blade is accurately modeled in both
undefomed and deformed configurations. Specific features such
as precone, droop, sweep, torque offset, curved blades, and
swept tips do not require any special attention since they can
be modeled naturally in a finite element formulation.
Finally, it should be noted several examples presented in
this paper involve very strong non-lineasities, in fact much
stronger than those actually observed in helicopter rotors; yet
the finite element predictions remain accurate and in good
agreement with experimental and other analytical results.
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